Here facticium means "artificial" in the sense of "materially altered by human effort in order to deceive," that is, "factitious" as opposed to "genuine" (verus). The morally neutral opposition between "man made" and "naturally produced" now becomes a valuative contrast between "natural" (in the sense of "authentic," "true") and "artificial" (in the sense of "unnatural"
and "deliberately false"). In short, in its original commercial usage facticius had three distinct but related senses.
In its simplest sense, the word meant "manufactured" as opposed to "naturally formed." Somewhat more complex was the use of facticius to distinguish the "artificial" from the "natural" varieties of some commodity. This second sense of facticius indicated an equivalence in substance or function among the varieties, but a difference in manner of production and also in quality and value.
Finally, the word could mean "factitious" or "fraudulent" as opposed to "genuine" ? the In because they do not understand the art of navigation, the
